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Abstract Mold level fluctuations caused by unsteady bulging of the solidifying shell
affect the quality of the steel and stable operation of the continuous steel casting pro-
cess. A dynamic bulging model, which captures the behavior of the 2-D longitudinal
domain through interpolation of multiple 1-D moving slices, is used to calculate
the transient bulging profile, volume changes caused by unsteady bulging, and the
accompanying level fluctuations in the mold. The liquid steel flow rate through the
SEN into the tundish is calculated with a stopper-position-based model. These two
models are combined to investigate mold level fluctuations in a thin-slab caster under
real casting conditions. The model is verified by comparing the simulation results
with transient measurements in a commercial thin-slab caster.
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Introduction

In the continuous casting of steel, bulging is an important phenomenon where the
internal ferrostatic pressure, partially restrained by the support rolls, causes the par-
tially solidified shell to bulge outward between each pair of rolls. Bulging is directly
responsible for internal cracks, centerline segregation, and permanent slab-width
variations [1–3]. It also increases roll forces and roll wear. In addition, time varia-
tions of the bulged shape may cause volume changes of the molten steel contained
within the solidifying shell in the strand, leading tomold level fluctuations. Such fluc-
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tuations may correspond to the time period between certain roll pitches, or certain
roll diameters in different zones of the caster [3, 4].

It is well known that excessive mold level fluctuations lead to strand surface
cracks and even breakouts. Mold level control has been studied for many years [5, 6]
to minimize these problems. However, the mold level control system has difficulty
recognizing and responding to dynamic bulging and cannot prevent it.Othermethods,
such as increasing the spray cooling in the secondary cooling region to decrease the
surface temperature and thicken the shell, and adoption of non-uniform roll pitch
have been proposed to reduce dynamic bulging problems [3, 7].

Previouswork to study bulging has focusedmainly on steady bulging, using Finite
Element Analysis (FEM) [1, 8, 9]. A few recent studies have measured unsteady
bulging in the casting machine using position detectors between rolls [3, 4, 7]. Such
detectors are useful for model validation but are very difficult for everyday online
use, especially for thin-slab casters, and have never been used to help mold level
control systems.

To the authors’ best knowledge, this work is the first attempt to develop a dynamic
bulging model that is calculated fast enough for implementation into real-time online
control systems and validated with plant measurements. A dynamic model, ConOf-
fline [10–13], which captures the behavior of the 2-D longitudinal domain through
interpolation of multiple 1-D moving slices, is used to calculate the bulging ampli-
tudes. A new dynamic volume model then calculates the volume change induced by
dynamic bulging and stopper rod movement. This model is verified with plant mea-
surements and applied to gain new insight into the dynamic bulging phenomenon.

Model Description

Heat Transfer and Steady Bulging Model

First, shell thickness and temperature distribution in the continuous cast strand were
predicted using ConOffline, an off-line version of the ConOnline model [10], which
has been validated and used in many previous studies [11–14]. ConOffline solves the
transient heat conduction equation within many transverse slices through the center
of the strand using an explicit finite-difference method in a Lagrangian reference
frame, which moves with the steel in the z-direction at the casting speed vc:
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where x is the thickness direction, T is temperature, and temperature-dependent
properties are density ρ, thermal conductivity k, and effective specific heat c∗

p which
includes the latent heat, Lf and fs is the solid fraction:
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The caster and casting conditions simulated in this work were based on the thin-
slab (90 mm) caster at Nucor Steel, Decatur. Average heat flux in the mold was based
on an empirical correlation from Duvvuri [15]:

Qm
[
MW/m2

] � 1.197(vc)
0.544 (3)

Heat flux from the spray water in the secondary cooling zones was based on
Nozaki’s empirical correlation [16]:

hspray � 0.3925 × Q0.55
water × (

1 − 0.0075 × Tspray
)

(4)

whereQwater
(
L/m2

)
iswater flux in the spray zone andT spray is thewater temperature.

Heat transfer in secondary cooling is a subject of ongoing research, and other relations
are available and used at different casters.

ConOffline simulatesN �200 slices simultaneously; each slice starts at themenis-
cus at a different time to achieve a fixed z-direction spacing between slices. Then, the
maximum bulging amplitude, δmax, within each roll pitch is found from the follow-
ing equation based on fitting many FEM simulations, proposed by Yu [8], knowing
the local strand surface temperature, shell thickness, roll pitch, and ferrostatic pres-
sure calculated using P � ρgh.

δmax(mm) � 7.1496 × 10−34
L6.5(mm)P

1.993
(MPa)T

8.766
surf (oC)

d5.333
(mm)

(5)

where P: ferrostatic pressure, L: roll pitch, Tsurf : strand surface temperature, and d:
solidified shell thickness.

Dynamic Bulging Model for Unsteady Bulging

Bulging of the strand involves both static and dynamic components according to time
variations of the bulging which accompany the movement of the strand. Figure 1
illustrates steady and unsteady bulging. With steady bulging, the surface profile of
strand is constant with time, and each portion of the steel shell follows the bulged
profile, wiggling like a snake as it moves down with the casting speed. Although the
strand bulges outwards between rolls and is pushed back beneath rolls, the mold level
stays constant because the volume ofmolten steel obtained inside the solidifying shell
does not change with time. In contrast, with unsteady bulging, the contorted shape
of the strand surface becomes partially frozen, so the bulged profile moves down
the caster. When the steady bulged shape of the solidified shell, called the “concave
profile”, moves between the rolls, the strand must be squeezed inwards. The total
volume of molten steel contained within the strand decreases which causes the mold
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Fig. 1 Schematic
illustration of steady,
unsteady dynamic bulging

level to rise. Continuing down the caster, the strand experiences repeated transverse
expansions and contractions, resulting in repeated vertical mold level fluctuations.

Tomodel this behavior, molten steel flow is divided into three components: inflow
into the mold through the stopper rod, outflow due to downward movement of the
solidifying shell at the casting speed, and liquid steel flow due to transverse move-
ment of the solidified shell. The latter component is found by tracking changes in
the volume of the molten steel inside the solidified shell according to the shape
of the bulged strand, the extent to which it is partially “frozen”, and its downward
movement. This volume change,�Vb, will induce mold level fluctuations, which the
mold level control system will attempt to compensate. The resulting movement of
the stopper rod, which changes the inlet steel flow from the tundish induces transient
volume changes, �Vs. Any time variation in casting speed will introduce further
volume changes, �Vo. As shown in Fig. 2, ignoring other effects, the following vol-
ume conservation equation gives the total time-varying volume change of the strand,
�Vm:

�Vm � −�Vb + �Vs − �Vo (6)

This total volume change of molten steel also can be found from the measured
mold level fluctuations, �H :

�Vm(t) � �H (t)WD (7)
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of evaluation of volume change by unsteady bulging

where W is strand width, D is strand thickness, and average �H (t) is estimated
by the mold level sensor. In the steady-state, or “snaking shell” case, the volume
change induced by bulging is zero, i.e. �Vb � 0. In the partially frozen shell case,
it depends on both the inter-roll bulging profile along the entire strand, and how that
shape changes as it moves down the caster. In a slab caster with relatively constant
width, this simplifies to

�Vb �
∑

AiW (8)

where Ai is area change in ith roll pitch induced by repeated transverse expansions
and contractions of the strand.

The dynamic bulging model in this section is developed for the unsteady bulging
case. For simplicity, the maximum bulging location is assumed to be at the center
of the roll pitch, midway between rolls, and the bulging profile was very roughly
approximated as triangular. Figure 3 shows the two extreme cases in unsteady bulging
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Fig. 3 Concave and convex
profile of triangular bulging
profile

over one roll pitch: concave and convex profiles. Due to creep deformation, the
bulging amplitude is assumed to decrease after the bulged ‘peak’moves frommidway
between rolls to lie directly under the next roll. The following assumptionsweremade
for simplicity: (A1) this decrease in height happens linearly from concave profile to
convex profile, and vice versa; (A2) δmin � f δmax, f is set to be 0.5 in this study;
(A3) The bulging at each roll pitch is independent.

To calculate the time evolution of the x–z area change of the bulging profile with
strand movement, the concave profile of steady bulging was taken as the initial state.
The passing line of steel strand was taken as the zero reference. Denoting z as the
strandmovement along the casting direction starting from time t = 0, the area change
in a single roll pitch L can be calculated by

Ai(z) �
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(9)

where z′ � z mod L, n � 1, 2, . . . . . .. The distance that the strand moved, z(t), can
be calculated from casting speed vc(t):
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z(t) �
t∫

0

vc(τ )dτ (10)

Based (A3), the total volume change due to bulging can be calculated by

�Vb(t) �
∑

Ai(z(t))W (11)

Stopper Rod Flow Model

A pressure drop—flow rate model for stopper rod systems (PFSR) is used to estimate
the time-dependent inlet steel flow rate, based on the input stopper position history
recorded at the plant. PFSR is a stand-alone MATLAB-based program that solves a
system of Bernoulli equations for flow rate and pressure distribution down the entire
system from tundish top surface, through SEN, to the mold top surface. Details of
the model can be found in [17].

During continuous casting, the stopper rod is susceptible to erosion. To mini-
mizing the effect of erosion, data were collected from temporal regions in the plant
measurements where there was constant casting speed followed by a sudden change
(increase or decrease of casting speed), and finally followed by another time period
of constant casting speed. Throughput differences within this short period should be
explained by the stopper rod movement.

The average erosion rate was estimated for the entire casting sequence, according
to flow rate changes during times of constant speed. After accounting for the erosion,
the stopper rod data were extrapolated to zero flow rate at zero stopper position.
After further calibration and validation of PFSR with 18 sets of measurements, the
following linear interpolation of the stopper rod inlet flow rate by PFSRwas obtained.

Qs(t) � 0.5924 ∗ h(t) + 0.764 (12)

where Qs(ton/min) is the inlet flow through stopper rod opening and h(t)(mm) is a
stopper rod opening. This linear interpolation is believed only valid for a narrow range
of stopper rod (3.2–4.7 mm) and flow rate [2.66–3.53 (ton/min)], which happens to
be relevant for typical casting conditions at the plant.

Computational Procedure

The calculation procedure of these models is as follows:

• ConOffline calculates the maximum bulging amplitude at each roll pitch based on
recorded or specified casting conditions including slab geometry, casting speed,
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spray flow rates, steel grade, etc., for each time step, �t(1 s in this study), based
on the shell thickness and surface temperature profiles down the strand from
Eqs. (1–5).

• Next, the dynamic bulging model calculates the mold level fluctuation caused
by volume changed due to bulging, �Vb(t) from Eqs. (6–12) knowing the local
strand surface temperature, shell thickness, roll pitch, ferrostatic pressure, and
casting speed.

• Inflow volume induced by stopper rod movements are calculated from the inlet
steel flow based on Eq. (13), knowing the stopper rod position measurement h(t)
as follows:

�Vs(t) � Qs(t)�t (13)

• Outflow volume due to downward movement at the casting speed, vc(t), are found
from:

�Vo(t) � vc(t)WDρ�t (14)

Since the casting speed is relatively constant during this simulation, the variation
of �Vo(t) is almost negligible.

• The total volumechangehistory in themold canbe calculated fromEq. (7) knowing
the mold level position measurement.

Simulation Results and Discussion

Casting Conditions

The casting scenario simulated is shown in Fig. 4. The first plot shows the cast-
ing speed history, which is relatively constant around 3.1 m/min. The spray flow
rate in secondary cooling zones 5 and 6 were increased at around 1000 s because
large bulging in these 2 zones was suspected. The last two plots are measured mold
level position and stopper rod position, which show evidence of significant dynamic
bulging followed by a time interval where only small bulging is suspected. Steel
composition was changed at around 2700 s, which appears to be at least partly
responsible.

Stopper Rod Flow Model Results

First, the new volumemodel was applied to themeasured scenario, including only the
effect of stopper rodmovements, and neglecting any dynamic bulging. A comparison
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Fig. 4 Simulated casting scenario

of the calculated and measured mold level position histories are shown in Fig. 5 for
two time intervals: 500–510 s (dynamic bulging suspected) and 3400–3410 s (no
bulging problems suspected). Differences between the calculated mold level from
the stopper rod flow model and the measured mold level should be explained by
dynamic bulging. When dynamic bulging is suspected to be large (left figures), the
model greatly over predicts the level fluctuations. This indicates that in the real caster,
the level control system was compensating for those changes. This is also indicated
by the difference between measured throughput, which was constant, and the model
predicted inlet flow, which appears to have been almost exactly compensating for
the significant dynamic bulging. When dynamic bulging was small, (right figures),
the predicted mold level is similar to the measurements indicating that the mild level
fluctuations are caused by stopper rod movement and surface waves.

To better illustrate the importance of dynamic bulging, the model prediction of
the mold level (considering stopper rod movement only) was subtracted from the
measured mold level signal, i.e.�Vm − �Vs +�Vo, and converted into �H (t) using
Eq. (7). This new prediction, “model prediction with no level control”, represents the
expected mold level history if the stopper opening had been held constant (i.e., with
no level control system). This prediction is shown in Fig. 6 for the 500–520 s time
interval, where it revealsmuch larger level fluctuations than the actualmeasuredmold
level. This confirms the suspicion that dynamic bulging must have been very severe
during this time interval. Furthermore, it shows that the stopper rod movement due
to the level control system was helping to decrease the mold level fluctuations. Note,
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Fig. 5 Measured mold level position and calculated mold level position due to the variation of inlet
steel flow

Fig. 6 Comparison of
measured and calculated
mold level histories,
including dynamic bulging

however, that there is still much room for improvement, if the unsteady bulging could
be decreased or eliminated, or the mold level control system could be improved.

Dynamic Bulging Model Results

Next, to predict dynamic bulging, the bulging amplitude calculated from Eq. (5) was
simulated for each roll pitch, and used to predict the mold level fluctuation induced
by dynamic bugling. The “model prediction with no level control” explained in
the Section “Stopper Rod Flow Model Results”, which is the differences between
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Fig. 7 Mold level predictionwith dynamic buglingmodel andmold level predictionwith no control
system for 500–700 s and 4400–4600 s

the calculated mold level from the stopper rod flow model and the measured mold
level, was used as a comparison to the dynamic bulging model prediction. Figure 7
shows this two predictions for time intervals of 500–700 s and 4400–4600 s. In the
case of 500–700 s, significant dynamic bulging was suspected, the magnitude of
the prediction from the dynamic bulging model is two times bigger than the model
prediction with no level control system. We argue that this difference is caused by
assuming dynamic bugling in all zones in the dynamic bulging model, while in the
real caster, it may be steady bulging in certain regions and dynamic unsteady bulging
in other regions. The trend of the two signals shows a qualitative match with similar
clustering of the peaks. However, for 4400–4600 s, the two signals do notmatch. This
suggests that after the steel grade change, the new shell becomes more susceptible
to creep, so the bulging profile reverts from dynamic to more steady bulging, with
smaller f-value, and thus reduces the volume changes and mold level fluctuations.
Indeed, with minimal dynamic bulging, the measured signal is more likely to be
caused by random turbulent flow and surface waves, which cannot be controlled by
stopper rod movement.

Power spectrum density (PSD) analysis of the signals in Fig. 7 is shown in Fig. 8.
The period used for Fast Fourier Transform is 200 s. When bad dynamic bulging is
suspected (500–700 s), the PSDof themeasured signal shows that themain frequency
is the frequency corresponding to the roll pitch in zone 5, while the PSD of the
estimation shows matching frequency at zone 5, and zone 6. When small dynamic
bulging is suspected (4400–4600 s), the PSD of the measurement shows nomatching
frequency of roll pitch in spray zones, and it appears to be random noise. This also
supports the hypothesis that there is steady bulging for 4400–4600 s. The PSD of
the estimation still shows the main frequency of the roll pitch of zone 5, and 6 but
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Fig. 8 Power spectrum analysis of the measured and estimated mold level position-time signals
shown in Fig. 7

with smaller magnitude. This is because the dynamic bulging model was simulating
a case of unsteady bulging throughout the caster. Therefore, it should not match the
steady bulging results.

Conclusions

A dynamic volume model has been developed to relate the volume changes from
dynamic unsteady bulging and stopper rodmovements to level fluctuations in the con-
tinuous slab-casting process. The model incorporates separate submodels to predict
steady-state bulging and the relation between flow rate and pressure drops according
to stopper rod position. Model predictions of the history of mold level variations
caused by unsteady bulging matches reasonably with measurements of mold level
history in a thin-slab caster. Power Spectrum Density analysis shows that for the
studied case, dynamic bulging in zone 5 appears to be responsible for the level fluc-
tuations, as the dynamic volume model is able to catch the zone 5 frequency peaks.
This work confirms that dynamic bulging is responsible for significant mold level
fluctuations in the plant under some circumstances. Furthermore, the model shows
that the mold level control system only partly compensates for the dynamic bulging,
making mold level fluctuation only slightly less severe than would have occurred
with a constant stopper position. This leaves a lot of room for future improvement
of mold level control systems. This work is only a preliminary first step to model
unsteady dynamic bulging. To fully understand dynamic bulging, much further work
is needed.
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